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5.
Two Layers of Intervention
Design Strategies for Cikapundung River Basin

5.1. Urban Structure
This design exercise is using natural systems for wastewater treatment to firstly
solve the poor sanitation condition of the river basin. The general urban structure proposed is based on existing waterways and green spaces. Apart from containing wastewater purification infrastructures, it is expected to perform as well as a bridging and structuring element for the area’s messy urban fabrics.
Two layers: the new infrastructure versus the existing water courses
The two canals which enclose the river on either side are strengthened by re-opening parts that has been covered. The proposed water infrastructure itself does not include
the river and the canals within its machine. The new infrastructure and the existing water
are considered as two different layers working together but independently.
Water does not understand administrative borders. It flows from outside the site
and wherever gravitation led. The new water infrastructure collects water from storm
water drainages and domestic waste. At the end of the processes, the purified water will
be discharged into the existing water bodies and/ or re-use it. By not using the existing
water as effluent source, the new machine will not be disturbed by any unwanted occurrence on the upper stream. On the other hand, the effluent from the purification machine
will discharge clean water volume into the water courses that are naturally only supplied
by natural springs in the mountains and uncontaminated rain water. This additional clean
water volume will help the river purify itself.
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Figure 5.2.
The Foundations of Proposed Urban Structure
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Two layers:
storm water retention and space for the river versus domestic waste treatment
It has been discussed that it is highly recommended to have separate systems
59
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in treating storm water and domestic waste (see box 4.5). Apart from such a technical
consideration, the separation relates also to management aspects. It is clear from whom
domestic waste comes from while storm water flows across borders. In this proposal, a
constructed wetlands concept is used for storm water retention. It is assumed to be operated by the municipality and/ or the private sector. The low-energy and low-maintenance
requirements of wetlands will reduce responsibilities. Domestic waste treatment proposes to use a hyacinth pond system with the assumption that it will be operated by the
communities. The requirements for the system to work effectively, includes cropping the
plantation regularly, which will be handled by the people since it brings economic benefits
as well. Needs calculations for both the wetlands and ponds systems are based on Reed
et al (1988: 140-142, 183-184) and are covered in Chapter 4 (see box 4.3.).
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Figure 5.3.
Proposed Urban Structure
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Figure 5.4.
Two Layers of Water Infrastructures

Intervention for Storm water retention and space for the river
using Constructed Wetlands
Intervention for Domestic waste treatment
using Hyacinth Ponds
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some existing vacant land

a chain of green with new concept:
linking existing recreational functions
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to relocate some existing
families on-site
(see 5.2. Clusture Structure)
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Figure 5.7.
Storm Water Retention and Space for The River

Figure 5.5.
Water Catchment Area of Cikapundung
Source: Author’s Interpretation

Storm Water Retention and Space for The River
The proposed constructed wetlands for storm
water retention services not only the 120 hectares site.
With around 8 hectares area, the wetlands can also
service approximately 400 hectares of water catchment area. It has capacity even for bigger area than
the three village-level administrative units surrounding
the site, which is around 280 hectares. Constructed

Three Village-level Units
+ 280 ha

wetlands with their species brings wilderness into the
urban life. They can be used as education instruments
for children and youth as well as living laboratories for
the universities as was once the case with the botanical garden.
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Figure 5.6.
Road Drainage as Rain Water Collector

Figure 5.8.
The Site and Three Vilage-level Units

Source: Author’s Interpretation

Source: Bandung Municipality

The existing green features (the zoo, Cihampelas swimming pool, part of the shopping mall and the
sport center) are to be included within the new water
infrastructure system. Re-designing the zoo’s perimeter to function as a series of constructed wetlands
will benefit the city to have healthier water system.
Besides, the wetlands will upgrade the quality of the
zoo as family recreation destination. For the rest existing functions, 10% of their land can be contributed for
storm water retention.
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A

Domestic Waste Treatment
The domestic waste treatment system in this proposal is materialized by a series
64

of perpendicular strip interventions. It is prepared for density of 600 persons per hectare.
The system basically is secondary one, and needs to be accompanied by primary (often
called as preliminary) treatment that can use simple septic tanks, which are already available individually by the families. If they are not available at an individual level, they can be
built in existing public spaces within the neighborhoods or even on the new spaces provided by the strip interventions. The surface size of tanks is relatively small; they require
0.004 square meters per person. Hence, the location of the primary treatment is flexible.
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Figure 5.10.
Perpendicular Interventions for Domestic Waste Treatment
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Figure 5.9.
Stages of Domestic Wastewater Treatment
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Figure 5.11.
Layers of Perpendicular Interventions for Domestic Waste Treatment
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Two layers: big players versus neighborhoods’ interests
The structure is meant to link public functions: education, recreation and commerce. Since it will benefit big actors, it is realistic to involve them in providing the new
infrastructure. The perpendicular strip interventions open ways to reach the water from
the existing roads. Relocating the families moved by the new structures and insertion of
new housing units are combined together within the space. This densification process
goes hand- in hand with expansion of the public realm.
Once the infrastructure is improved and green open space is inserted, the value of
the surroundings, especially the land, will increase. This is an investment for the city. In
further development, government housing plans can be attached to the structure.
The perpendicular strips are designed by not only considering the technical prob-
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lems such as piping networks and topography. The intervention has incorporated more
9

dimensions. By clustering the water catchment area in a way that there are smaller inter-

1

ventions, more edges of the new insertions are created. It means that more contact areas
2

with new public spaces result. More families will benefit from the inevitable land-value
rise. The smaller public space will also increase the level of ownership for the communi-

3

ties in maintaining the water machine as well as the green open space. From the side
of urban project realization, each strip works independently, thereby allowing different
7

clusters to be developed separately and within different time frames.

4

There has been a discussion in housing sector in Indonesia (personal interview,

5

2007) that providing public housing for all is an impossible mission, as in any developing
6

countries. Vertical land consolidation is a way to share government responsibilities with

8

the public in delivering housing. Below figures illustrate hypothesis that in the future the
communities can be stimulated by private sector to organize themselves to develop the
land vertically.
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After consolidation, there will be a space
for new development but size of each land
property will be reduced. Although their
properties become smaller, land owners
benefit from new infrastructures and the
increase of land-value. In vertical consolidation, the land will be replaced by floor(s)
to occupy and/ or to rent.

New Development
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Figure 5.12.
The Urban Structure and Big Actors (Existing Public
Functions)
1. Restaurant Complex
2. Sport Center
3. Nuclear Center1
4. Zoo
5. Swimming Pool
6. Shopping Mall
1

7. Cihampelas Shopping Street
8. Retails for student needs
(copy center, internet service, stationary)
9. Government office(s)
10. UNISBA, university
11. Flower market

Within the chain of the urban structure, this function has different nature. While the other
can be grouped as public functions, giving serivice to public in daily basis, these buildings
are not even open for outsiders. Incorporating its outdoor space to the urban structure is
necessary to ‘soften’ its presence within the relatively recreational activities.

Figure 5.13.
The Urban Structure and New Development

Further development can be attached to the proposed urban structure. Above illustration shows how government’s current plan of
new housing and market projects can be connected with the new
urban structure. On above proposal, the area of the new projects is
slightly bigger than the current available land.
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Figure 5.14.
Strategy in Clustering Cikapundung River Basin
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Figure 5.15.
Hypothesis for a Sub-cluster:
Further Development by Communities
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Zoomed Area

5.2. Cluster Structure
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Figure 5.16.
Existing Condition
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Figure 5.17.
Families to be Resettled and Existing Alleys
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Figure 5.18.
Hyacinth Pond Systems for Wastewater Treatment
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Figure 5.19.
Public Spaces: New and Existing Open Spaces
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The space for domestic waste treatment requires some houses to
be relocated. The lowest row of this cluster, basically each cluster,
has to be relocated as well since it is too low to have wastewater
service without pumping. Apart from that, there is a need to build
piping on that row for flowing waste from upper rows. Not only the
space above the pipe can turn into a linear open space, but also
there will be some space for the river to overflow. Hence, there is
flood mitigation system.
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Figure 5.23.
Housing Units
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Figure 5.20.
New Building Blocks
New building blocks are inserted in a way there are transitions
from city to neighbourhood, from public to private and from hard to
soft structure.
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Figure 5.21.
Some Different Functions in Strip Intervention
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Figure 5.22.
Sections and Mixed-use Blocks
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If above model is used with 5 storeys, at
least 85 housing units will be available.
This number is sufficient for resettlement
of the families. Apart from the housing
units, there are some units dedicated for
community that can be used as school,
organization, and small-scale industry.
It is more feasible to optimize number of
units in the front blocks.
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Figure 5.23.
Retaining Walls as Assets
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Figure 5.24.
Site Plan of Perpendicular Strip Intervention
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Figure 5.25.
Sections
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